Staff parking products
FOR EMPLOYEES AT THE AIRPORT

Access
(valid for all products)

The following applies to all products, except prepaid cards

Important:
- Never insert card (always contactless).
- Handle card carefully and protect from heat.
- A fee of CHF 50.– will be charged in case of card loss.
- If you forget your card: Press the call button at the parking barrier and follow the instructions.
- Always use your own card. If a new parking ticket is taken at the barrier, the public parking fee must be paid.

- When accessing the airport, please pay attention to the white signs of the parking guidance system for employees (see illustration).

- Parking facilities indicated as closed (illuminated cross) cannot be used. In the example above, the parking p6 and the P13 outdoor parking lot would be available.
Staff prepaid card
FOR EMPLOYEES AT THE AIRPORT

Entering the car park

Hold the prepaid card flat in front of the reader for a few seconds.
Check the remaining credit on the display.
Drive in.

Pay parking fees
If the balance is too low, parking fees must be paid in addition.
Hold the prepaid card to the automatic pay station flat on the yellow contact symbol for a few seconds (do not insert it).
Select «Pay parking time».
Follow the instructions on the display for the payment process.

Recharging the card

Hold the prepaid card to the pay station for a few seconds flat on the yellow contact symbol.
Select «Recharge/higher recharge».
Select the desired recharge amount (press once for CHF 10.– or press several times for maximum amount of CHF 200.–).
Pay the selected amount according to the instructions on the display.

Checking the credit

You can check the remaining credit at the pay station: Hold the prepaid card to the pay station for a few seconds flat on the yellow contact symbol (do not insert it).